Limited data access is a substantial barrier to data-driven networking research and development. Although many organizations are motivated to share data, privacy concerns often prevent the sharing of proprietary data, including between teams in the same organization and with outside stakeholders (e.g., researchers, vendors). Many researchers have therefore proposed synthetic data models, most of which have not gained traction because of their narrow scope. In this work, we present DoppelGANger, a synthetic data generation framework based on generative adversarial networks (GANs). DoppelGANger is designed to work on time series datasets with both continuous features (e.g. traffic measurements) and discrete ones (e.g., protocol name). Modeling time series and mixed-type data is known to be difficult; DoppelGANger circumvents these problems through a new conditional architecture that isolates the generation of metadata from time series, but uses metadata to strongly influence time series generation. We demonstrate the efficacy of DoppelGANger on three realworld datasets. We show that DoppelGANger achieves up to 43% better fidelity than baseline models, and captures structural properties of data that baseline methods are unable to learn. Additionally, it gives data holders an easy mechanism for protecting attributes of their data without substantial loss of data utility.
Introduction
Data-driven research is a centerpiece of networking and systems research and development, as well as many other fields [9, 14, 17, 35, 46, 46, 59, 60, 67, 85] . Realistic datasets allow engineers to build a better understanding of existing systems, motivate design choices from actual needs, and prove that proposed new systems can indeed work in practice.
Unfortunately, the potential benefits of data-driven research and development have been somewhat restricted: generally, only select players who possess data can reliably perform research or develop products. Many of these players are reluctant to share datasets for fear of revealing business secrets, running afoul of data regulations, or violating customers' privacy; this is certainly true of data sharing for academic research, but it is also often true of sharing data across teams within the same organization, as well as business partnerships (e.g., vendors). Notable exceptions aside (e.g., [1, 62] ), the issue of data access has been and continues to be a substantial concern in the networking and systems communities.
An appealing alternative is to create synthetic datasets that can be safely released to enable research and crossstakeholder collaboration. Such datasets should ideally have three (sometimes conflicting) properties: Fidelity: The synthetic data should be drawn from the same (or a similar) distribution to an underlying real dataset. Flexibility: The models should allow researchers to generate different classes of data. For example, we may wish to augment the amount of data representing anomalous or sparse events such as hardware failures or flash crowds. Privacy: The data release technique should be compatible with anonymization and/or data privatization techniques that do not destroy the utility of the data [8, 53, 68, 72, 86] .
In this paper, we consider an important and broad class of networking/systems datasets-time series measurements of multi-dimensional features, associated with multi-dimensional attributes. Many networking and systems datasets fall in this category, including traffic traces [1, 76, 90] , measurements of physical network properties [9, 10], and datacenter/compute cluster usage measurements [13, 41, 73] . For example, measurements from a compute cluster might include a separate time series for each task measuring per-epoch CPU usage, memory usage, as well as categorical attributes like the exit code of the task (e.g., KILL, FAIL, FINISH).
While there have been decades of work on building synthetic data models for time series data, including for networking and systems applications ( §2.2), existing solutions typically provide only a subset of the desired properties. For example, anonymized data can provide high fidelity but is susceptible to common privacy concerns, including membership inference attacks ( §5.3.1), leakage of sensitive attributes ( §5.3.2), and even deanonymization [8, 68, 72, 86] . Even combinations of these baselines do not solve the problem; we show in §5.1 that all of the generative model baselines have inadequate fidelity on time series data, whereas anonymized raw data has inadequate privacy, so combinations thereof will exhibit at least one of these weaknesses.
In this paper, we explore if and how we can leverage recent advances in the space of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [33] to facilitate data-driven network research. GANs have spurred much excitement in the machine learning community due to their ability to generate photorealistic images [49] , previously considered a challenging problem. This suggests the potential promise of using it to synthesize high-fidelity networking and systems datasets that stakeholders can release to the research community and/or commercial data users, either inside or outside the stakeholders' enterprise. We compare the potential of GAN-based solutions with other baselines in Table 1 .
However, we find that naive GAN implementations are unable to model the data with high fidelity because of the following challenges: (1) Complex correlations between time series and their associated attributes. For instance, in a cluster dataset [73] , as the memory usage of a task increases over time, its likelihood of failure increases. Existing GAN architectures do not learn such correlations well. (2) Long-term correlations within time series, such as diurnal patterns. These correlations are qualitatively very different from those found in images, which have a fixed dimension and do not need to be generated pixel-by-pixel. Indeed, existing GANs struggle to generate long time series.
Our main algorithmic contribution is a GAN-based framework called DoppelGANger that addresses both challenges. Key features include:
(1) Decoupled attribution generation: To learn better correlations between time series and their attributes (e.g., metadata like ISP name or location), DoppelGANger decouples the generation of attributes from time series and feeds attributes to the time series generator at each time step. This contrasts with conventional approaches, where attributes and features are generated jointly. This conditional generation architecture also offers us the flexibility to change the attribute distribution without sacrificing fidelity and enables us to hide the real attribute distribution when it is a privacy concern.
(2) Batched generation: To strengthen temporal correlations in time series, DoppelGANger outputs batched samples rather than singletons. This idea has been used widely in Markov modeling [32] , but its effects on GANs is still an active research topic [56, 75] that has not been studied in the context of time series generation (to the best of our knowledge).
(3) Decoupled normalization: We observe that traditional GANs trained on datasets with a highly variable dynamic range across samples tend to exhibit severe mode collapse, where the generator always outputs very similar samples. We believe this phenomenon has not yet been documented in the GAN literature, which typically experiments with a narrow class of signals (e.g., images); in contrast, networking time series exhibit much more variability across each sample's max/min limits. To address this, our architecture separately generates normalized time series and realistic max and min limits conditioned on the sample attributes.
We evaluate DoppelGANger on three real-world datasets, including web traffic time series [34] , geographicallydistributed broadband measurements [20] , and compute cluster usage measurements [73] . To demonstrate fidelity on these datasets, we first show that DoppelGANger is able to learn structural microbenchmarks of each dataset better than baseline approaches. We use this exploration to systematically evaluate how each component in DoppelGANger affects performance, and provide recommended hyper-parameter choices. We then test DoppelGANger-generated data on downstream tasks, such as training prediction algorithms. We find that DoppelGANger consistently outperforms baseline algorithms; predictors trained on DoppelGANger-generated data have test accuracies on real data that are up to 43% higher than when trained on baseline-generated data. We also highlight how DoppelGANger allows end users the flexibility to re-train models to emphasize certain classes of data.
Our results on privacy are mixed and suggest more active research is needed. On the positive side, we show that Dop-pelGANger is able to seamlessly obfuscate the distribution of sensitive data attributes without sacrificing utility; this task was specifically highlighted as a privacy concern by a company we talked with. Similarly, we find that an important class of membership inference attacks on privacy can be mitigated by training DoppelGANger on larger datasets ( §5.3.1). This counters conventional data release practices, which advocate releasing smaller datasets to avoid leaking user data [74] . That said, DoppelGANger does not fully solve the privacy problem. To our surprise, we find that recently-proposed techniques for training GANs with differential privacy guarantees [2, 12, 24] have a poor fidelity-privacy trade-off on our datasets, almost completely destroying temporal correlations for moderate privacy guarantees ( §5.3.1). This suggests that existing differential privacy machine learning techniques may be inadequate for networking applications and require further research.
This work is only a first step towards using GANs to generate realistic and privacy-preserving synthetic data. For instance, as mentioned above, the anonymity and privacy properties of GAN-generated data leave much room for future exploration. Nonetheless, we view it as an important first step to demonstrate that GANs can achieve acceptable fidelity and basic privacy on a broad class of datasets, and can thus serve as a basis for broadening the benefits and opportunities of data-driven network design and modeling.
Motivation and Related Work
In this section, we highlight some motivating scenarios and why existing solutions fail to achieve our goals.
Use cases
While there are many potential use cases that can benefit from a system like DoppelGANger, we highlight two key types of interactions and three representative tasks in these cases: Stakeholder interactions: There are two natural scenarios:
• Collaboration across enterprises: Enterprises often impose restrictions on data access between their own divisions and/or with external vendors due to privacy concerns. DoppelGANger can be used to share representative data models between collaborators without violating privacy restrictions on user data.
• Reproducible, open research: Many research ideas rely on access to proprietary datasets on which to test and develop new ideas. However, the provider's policies and/or business considerations may preclude these datasets from being available and thus render the resulting research irreproducible. If the data providers could release a Doppel-GANger model of the shared dataset, researchers could independently reproduce results without requiring access to user data.
Data-driven tasks:
In such interactions, we can consider three representative tasks: 1. Algorithm design: The design of many resource allocation algorithms such as cluster scheduling, resource allocation, and transport protocol design (e.g., [17, 35, 46, 59, 60, 67] ) often needs workload data to tune control parameters. As such, a key property for generated data is that if algorithm A performs better than algorithm B on the real data, then the same should hold on the generated data. 2. Structural characterization: Many system designers also need to understand structural temporal and/or geographic trends in systems; e.g., to understand the shortcomings and/or resource mismatches in existing systems and to suggest remedial solutions [9, 14, 46, 85] . In this case, generated data should preserve trends and distributions well enough to reveal such structural insights. 3. Predictive modeling: A third use case for time series data is to learn predictive models, especially for rare or anomalous events such as network anomalies [31, 47, 55] . For these models to be useful, they should have enough fidelity that a predictor trained on generated data should make meaningful predictions on real data. These use cases highlight the need for models that exhibit fidelity, privacy, and flexibility. Without fidelity, data recipients cannot draw meaningful conclusions (or may draw incorrect ones). Without privacy, the data provider may be liable for violations of privacy policies. Without flexibility, the data recipients may be limited in the kinds of experiments or analytics they can run.
Related work and limitations
Our focus in this work is on multi-dimensional time series datasets, which are common in networking and systems applications. Examples include: 1. Web traffic traces of temporal web page views with attributes of web page names that can be used to predict future daily views, analyze page correlations [84] , or generate page recommendations [28, 69]; 2. Network measurements of packet loss rate, bandwidth, delay from Internet-connected devices with attributes such as location or device type that are useful for network management [47] ; or 3. Cluster usage measurements of metrics such as CPU/memory usage associated with attributes (e.g., server and job type) that can inform resource provisioning [15] and job scheduling [61] . Each of the listed examples consists of time series data with (potentially) high-dimensional data points and associated attributes (metadata) that can be either numeric or categorical.
Generative models for such time series have a rich literature (e.g., [42, 58, 63-66, 80, 89] ). However, primary shortcomings of prior work are: low fidelity, low flexibility, and/or requiring detailed domain knowledge. For example, prior works on network trace generation assume parametric models for entities like networks, users, traffic patterns, and file sizes, and use data to infer those parameters [42, 80, 89 ]. Since we do not limit ourselves to network traces, we want to avoid the time-intensive task of deriving parametric physical models for many possible data sources (e.g., compute cluster, WAN, web ecosystem).
At a high level, most prior efforts for modeling time series data in the networking and systems community are based on one of the following statistical models: Dynamic stationary processes represent each point in the time series (R i , i ≥ 0) as R i = X i +W i , where X i is a deterministic process, and W i is a noise function. This is a widely used approach for modeling traffic time series in the networking community [4, 52, 63-66, 70, 81] . Some of these efforts rely critically on a priori knowledge of key patterns (e.g., diurnal trends) to constrain the deterministic process, while also using naive noise models (e.g., Gaussian). This is infeasible for modeling datasets with complex, unknown correlations. Others, such as the Transform-Expand-Sample (TES) methodology [63] [64] [65] [66] , instead use an empirical estimate of each time series' marginal distribution and autocorrelation (assuming stationarity). Unfortunately, empirical histograms are known to be poor estimates of high-dimensional distributions [77] . Markov models (MMs) are a popular approach for modeling categorical time series, by representing system dynamics as a conditional probability distribution satisfying P(R i |R i−1 , . . . , R 1 ) = P(R i |R i−1 ). Variants such hidden markov models [27]) from the text generation literature [21, 45] have also been used for modeling the distributions of time series [32, 39, 54] . More recently, neural network-based approaches have been shown to outperform Markov models in many settings [44, 51] . The key weakness of MMs is their inability to encode long-term correlations in data. Auto-regressive (AR) models improve on dynamic stationary processes for time series modeling [25] . In AR models, each point in the time series (R i ) is represented as a function of the previous p points:
where W i is white noise. Nonlinear AR models (e.g., parameterized by neural networks) have gained traction and are the baseline used in this work [3, 88, 95, 96] . The main problem with AR models is fidelity: like Markov models, they only use a limited history to predict the next sample in a time series, leading to over-simplified temporal correlations. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have been more recently used for time series modeling in deep learning [43] . Like AR and Markov models, they use the previous sample to determine the next sample, but RNNs also store an internal state variable that captures the entire history of the time series. RNNs have had great success in learning discriminative models of time series data, which predict a label conditioned on a sample [44, 51] . However, generative modeling is harder than discriminative modeling. Indeed, we find RNNs are unable to learn certain simple time series distributions. GAN-based methods GANs have emerged as a popular technique for generating or augmenting datasets, especially medical images or patient records [19, 29, 36, 38, 78] . As discussed in §3.3, the architectures used for those tasks give poor fidelity in networking data, which has both complex temporal correlations and mixed discrete-continuous data types. Although GAN-based time series generation exists (e.g., text [22, 98] , medical time series [12, 24]) we find that such techniques fail on networking data, exhibiting poor fidelity on longer sequences and severe mode collapse. This is partially because networking data tends to be more heavy-tailed and variable in length than medical time series, which seems to affect GANs in ways that have not been carefully explored before.
In summary, prior approaches fail to capture long-and/or short-term temporal correlations, or do so only with extensive prior knowledge. To illustrate this, we run the above baselines on the Wikipedia Web Traffic dataset, which contains daily page views of web pages (details in §5). Figure 1 shows the autocorrelation of time series samples (averaged over all samples) for real and synthetic datasets. Two patterns emerge in the real data: a short-term weekly correlation pattern indicated by the periodic spikes in autocorrelation and a long-term annual correlation indicated by the local peak at roughly the 1-year mark (365 days). Notably, all of our baselines fail to capture both patterns simultaneously. HMMs (purple line) and AR models (red line) do not store enough states to learn even the weekly correlations, and the state space required to learn long-term correlations would be prohibitively large. RNNs learn the short-term correlation correctly, but do not capture the long-term correlation. Even naive GANs ( §3.3) fail to learn a meaningful autocorrelation.
Problem Statement and Scope
We abstract our datasets as follows: A dataset D = {O 1 , O 2 , ..., O n } is defined as a set of objects O i . Each object represents an atomic, high-dimensional data element (i.e., the combination of a single time series with its associated metadata). More precisely, each object
For example, attribute A i j could represent user i's physical location, and A i k for k = j the user's ISP. Note that we can support datasets in which multiple objects have the same set of attributes. The second component of each object is a time series of records
For example, in a network trace dataset, the time series might contain the packets sent out from a specific client; each packet consists of a single record. Different objects may contain different numbers of records (i.e., time series of different lengths). The number of records for object O i is given by T i . Each record R i j = (t i j , f i j ) contains a timestamp t i j , and K features f i j = [ f i j,1 , f i j,2 , ..., f i j,K ] (e.g. the features of the packet). Note that the timestamps are sorted, i.e. Figure 2 : Workflow for DoppelGANger usage.
Data Consumer Data Holder
In our work, we treat the timestamps as equally spaced and hence do not generate them explicitly. However we can easily extend this to unequally spaced timestamps by treating time as a continuous feature and generating inter-arrival times along with other features.
This abstraction fits many classes of data that appear in networking applications. For example, Table 6 maps a web traffic measurement dataset to our terminology. It does not apply to other classes of networking and systems datasets, including lists of items (e.g., blacklisted domains), and oneshot measurements (e.g., network topology). Our problem is to take any such dataset as input and learn a model that can generate a new dataset D as output. D should exhibit fidelity, flexibility, and privacy, and the methodology should be general enough to handle datasets in our abstraction.
Interface
Our intended interface for DoppelGANger users is illustrated in Figure 2 . DoppelGANger requires a small amount of tuning enabled by a few auxiliary inputs: Data schema: DoppelGANger needs several properties of the data schema, including attribute/feature dimensionality, and whether they are categorical or numeric. Time series collection frequency: Although this input is optional, we show in §5 that DoppelGANger benefits from knowing the timescale at which data was collected (e.g., minutes, seconds, days) and the total time series duration. Privacy constraints: Data holders should input a list of sensitive attributes, whose distribution can be masked.
Once the model is trained and released, the client can generate a synthetic dataset with the following inputs: Desired data quantity: The client can generate as much synthetic data as desired. Desired attribute distribution: The client can optionally specify which attributes should be present in the generated dataset, and with what distribution. This facilitates exploration of anomalous events from the original data, e.g., flash crowds.
GANs: Background and promise
GANs are a data-driven generative modeling technique based on adversarial training [33] . GANs take as input a set of training data samples and output a model that can produce new samples from the same distribution as the original data, without simply sampling the initial dataset. GANs are seen Figure 3 : Original GAN architecture from [33] .
as a breakthrough in generative modeling for their ability to generate photorealistic images [49] , previously considered a difficult task due to the complex correlations in images. More precisely, suppose we have a dataset consisting of n samples (or objects, in the language of our abstraction)
The goal of GANs is to use these samples to learn a model that can draw samples from distribution P O [33] . The core idea of GANs is to train two components: a generator G and a discriminator D ( Figure  3 ); in practice, both are instantiated with neural networks. In the original GAN design, the generator maps a noise vector z ∈ R d to a sample O ∈ R p , where p d. z is drawn from some pre-specified distribution P z , usually a Gaussian. Simultaneously, we train the discriminator D : R p → [0, 1], which takes samples as input (either real of fake), and classifies each sample as real (1) or fake (0). Errors in this classification task are used to train the parameters of both the generator and discriminator through backpropagation. The loss function for GANs can be written
The generator and discriminator are trained alternately, or adversarially. Unlike prior generative modeling approaches, which typically involve likelihood maximization of parametric models (e.g., §2.2), GANs train models with fewer assumptions about data structure, and may be better-suited to the generative modeling of time series data than baselines.
Challenges
Despite GANs' success at modeling images, naively applying GANs to networking and systems timeseries datasets gives poor results. To show this, we implemented the first GAN architecture one might think of. The key aspects of a GAN's design are the generator architecture, the discriminator architecture, and the loss function. For this test, we used a fully-connected multilayer perceptron (MLP) generator which generates features and attributes jointly, an MLP discriminator, and Wasserstein loss. 1 Details of this experiment can be found in Appendix B. We train our naive GAN on the Wikipedia Web Traffic dataset. The gray curve in Figure  1 shows the autocorrelation of generated samples from this naive GAN, which capture neither weekly nor annual correlations. Intuitively, this happens because naive architectures cannot generate long time series; during training, the MLP must jointly learn all cross-correlations and cannot exploit the fact that patterns often recur in time series. Moreover, this architecture does not learn the correlations between features and attributes, and it does not allow flexible generation of time series conditioned on attributes; in fact, training does not even reliably converge. Additional evaluations are in §5. Next, we describe how DoppelGANger addresses these problems.
Detailed Design
Our naive GAN experiments highlight the difficulty of learning long temporal correlations and correlations between features and attributes. During these experiments, we also find that mode collapse-a phenomenon where a trained GAN outputs homogenous samples despite being trained on a diverse dataset [56, 83] -can happen even if we use Wasserstein loss. 2 In this section, we discuss design choices in the generator ( §4.1), discriminator ( §4.2), and loss function ( §4.3) that address these challenges; some of these choices are unconventional, emerging precisely because of the class of problems we consider. We summarize the big picture design in §4.4.
Generator
Our generator is designed to address three key problems: capturing temporal correlations, capturing correlations between features and attributes, and alleviating mode collapse.
Temporal correlations
DoppelGANger learns temporal correlations by both using RNNs in the generator and generating batched data samples. The generator architecture is shown in Figure 6 . RNN generator: One reason the naive architecture fails is that MLPs are too weak to capture long-term correlations. As mentioned in §2.2, RNNs are specifically designed to model time series. RNNs generate one record R i j (e.g., the CPU rate at a particular second) at a time, and take T i passes to generate the entire time series. Unlike traditional neural units, RNN neural units have an internal state that is meant to encode all past states of the signal, so that when generating R i j , the RNN unit can incorporate the patterns in R i 1 , ..., R i j−1 . We use a widely-used RNN called long short-term memory (LSTM) [43] , which is known to memorize history well.
Note that the output of an RNN has fixed dimensionality, depending on the number of RNN units. To generate data with the desired dimensionality and data types (categorical vs. 2 Wasserstein loss is believed to help with mode collapse [6, 37] . continuous), we append an MLP network to the output of the RNN with the desired dimensionality. This is how we use the data schema from §3.1 Also, notice that the RNN is a single neural network, even though Figure 6 suggests that there are many units. This unrolled representation commonly conveys that the RNN is being used many times to generate samples. Generating batched points: Even with an RNN generator, GANs still struggle to capture temporal correlations when the time series length exceeds about 500. We observe a similar phenomenon in prior work using GANs to generate text [26, 94] . Improving the learning capability of RNNs is an important research area [16, 48] beyond the scope of our paper. Instead of entirely relying on RNNs to capture temporal correlations, we seek a tradeoff between the utilization of RNNs and MLPs. Specifically, at the generation step j, the MLP network reads the output from the RNN and generates a batch of samples R i j , R i j+1 , ..., R i j+S , where S is a tunable parameter. For example, if the time series length is 500 and S = 10, then the RNN only needs to iterate 50 times, and at each time the MLP outputs 10 consecutive records. This way, we decrease the difficulty of learning for the RNN, and exploit MLPs in a domain where they perform well. For example, Figure 4 shows the mean square error between the autocorrelation of our generated signals and real data on the WWT dataset. Even using a small (but larger than 1) batch size gives substantial improvements in signal quality (more plots in Appendix G). Generation flag for variable length: Besides capturing temporal correlations, another challenge is that time series may have different lengths. To generate samples with variable lengths, we add a generation flag that indicates whether the time series has ended or not: if the time series does not end at this time step, the generation flag is [1, 0]; if the time series ends exactly at this time step, the generation flag is [0, 1]. We pad the rest of the time series (including all features) with 0's. The generator outputs generation flag [p 1 , p 2 ] through a softmax output layer, so that p 1 , p 2 ∈ [0, 1] and p 1 + p 2 = 1.
[p 1 , p 2 ] is used to determine whether we should continue unrolling the RNN to the next time step. One way to interpret this is that p 1 gives the probability that the time series ends at this time step. Therefore, if p 1 < p 2 , we stop generation and pad all future features with 0's; if p 1 > p 2 , we continue unrolling the RNN to generate features for the next time step(s). The generation flags are also fed to the discriminator ( §4.2) as part of the features, so the discriminator can also learn sample length characteristics. Auto-Normalized Figure 5 : Ten random, synthetic WWT data samples generated by DoppelGANger with a specific attribute before and after adding auto-normalization to mitigate mode collapse.
Correlations between features and attributes
Recall that naive GANs fail to capture the correlation between features R i and attributes A i when the data objects O i = (A i , R i ) are generated at once. To address this, we partition the data object generation into two phases: first generate the attributes, then features conditioned on the attributes. Decoupling feature and attribute generation: Our decoupled architecture factorizes the data distribution as follows:
For attribute generation, we use a dedicated MLP network that maps an input noise vector to attribute A i . For feature generation, we use the RNN-based architecture from §4.1.1. To explicitly encourage learning of the attribute-time series correlation, we feed the generated A i as an input to the RNN at every step. This design choice separates the hard problem into two easier sub-problems, each solved by an appropriate network architecture. Experiments show that this architecture successfully captures the correlation between features and attributes ( §5.1).
Additionally, model users may want to augment the number of samples from a particular set of attributes to simulate rare events (flexibility). In other cases, users may want to hide the attribute distribution, (e.g., hardware types in a compute cluster) when it represents a business secret (privacy). This design allows users to change attribute distributions without hurting the conditional distribution or temporal correlations, by training on the original dataset and then retraining only the attribute generation MLP network to a different, desired distribution. Hence, in addition to fidelity benefits, this architecture also aids in providing flexibility and privacy.
Alleviating mode collapse
We find that when the range of feature values vary widely across samples in the training data (e.g., one web page has 1k−5k daily page views, while the other has only 0−100 daily page views), naive implementations exihibit severe mode collapse ( Figure 5 , left). This cause of mode collapse is undocumented in the GAN literature, to the best of our knowledge. One possible reason is because in natural images-the most widely-used data type in the GAN literature-pixel ranges are similar, whereas networking data tends to exhibit more dramatic fluctuations. We experimented with known state-of-the-art techniques for mitigating mode collapse [56] , but found that they did not fully resolve the problem. Auto-normalization: To prevent this mode collapse, we normalize the real data features prior to training and add (max{ f i } ± min{ f i })/2 as two additional attributes to the i-th sample. In the generated data, we can use these two attributes to scale features back to a realistic range. However, if we generate these two fake attributes along with the real ones, we lose the ability to condition feature generation on a particular attribute in §4.1.2. Therefore, we further divide the generation into three steps: (1) generate attributes using the MLP generator (same as §4.1.2); (2) with the generated attributes as inputs, generate the two "fake" (max/min) attributes using another MLP; (3) with the generated real and fake attributes as inputs, generate features using the architecture in §4.1.1. All of this can be inferred automatically from the data. With this design, we can alleviate mode collapse ( Figure 5 , right) while preserving flexibility and privacy.
Discriminator
Our discriminator makes two key design choices: an MLP discriminator, and the decision to use two discriminators to improve fidelity. MLP discriminator: A key design decision is whether to use an RNN or an MLP in the discriminator. The answer depends in part on the choice of loss function. As mentioned in §3.3, Wasserstein loss has been shown to improve the stability of training, and we find empirically that it is especially helpful for generating categorical data. However, optimizing the regularized Wasserstein loss requires the calculation of a second derivative of the loss function. At the time of writing, leading deep learning frameworks (TensorFlow and PyTorch) did not include tools for computing this second derivative; as such, any solutions that rely on such functionality would be less likely to gain traction. For this reason, we decided to use an MLP discriminator.
However, we find that when the average length of R i is long, the data fidelity is low, as anticipated from our results on the naive GAN architecture. This may be because an MLP discriminator that discriminates on the entire object O i = (A i , R i ) cannot provide precise information to the generator on how to improve the sample quality when O i is large. We therefore introduce the following novel approach. Auxiliary discriminator for data fidelity: To make the feedback information more effective, we introduce a second discriminator to split up the problem: discriminate only on attribute A i . The generator gets feedback from both discriminators to improve itself during training (which we make more precise in the next section). Since generating good attributes A i is much easier than generating the entire object O i , the generator can learn from the second discriminator's feedback to generate high-fidelity attributes. Further, with the help of the original discriminator on O i , the generator can then learn Figure 6 : Architecture of DoppelGANger. The generator consists of three parts for generating attribute, min/max and features. Besides the discriminator for evaluating the entire sample, there is an auxiliary discriminator for evaluating attributes and min/max. to generate O i well. Empirically, we find that this architecture improves the data fidelity significantly (Appendix G).
Note that the idea of introducing a second discriminator/component in GANs is not new. But usually those new components are for extending new functions to GANs (e.g., [18, 57, 87, 99] ). To the best of our knowledge, the idea of introducing a second discriminator purely for fidelity is new.
Loss function
As mentioned in §3.3, Wasserstein loss has been widely adopted for improving training stability and alleviating mode collapse. In our own empirical explorations, we find that Wasserstein loss is better than the original loss for generating categorical variables. Because categorical variables are prominent in our domain, we use Wasserstein loss.
In order to train the two discriminators simultaneously, we combine the loss functions of the two discriminators by a weighting parameter α. More specifically, the loss function is
is the Wasserstein loss of the original and second discriminator, respectively:
As with all GANs, the generator and discriminators are trained alternatively until convergence. Unlike naive GAN architectures, we did not observe problems with training instability, and on our datasets, convergence required only up to 200,000 batches (400 epochs when the number of training samples is 50,000).
Putting it all together
The overall DoppelGANger architecture is in Figure 6 . The data holder first trains DoppelGANger on the data they want Variablelength signals WWT [34] x MBA [20] x x GCUT [73] x x x 
Evaluation
We evaluate DoppelGANger 3 for fidelity, flexibility, and privacy on three datasets, whose properties are summarized in Table 2 . These datasets are chosen to exhibit different combinations of the challenges in §1-3. In particular, they exhibit correlations within time series and across attributes, and/or multi-dimensional features and variable feature lengths. Here we outline these datasets and our baseline algorithms. [73] contains usage traces of a Google Cluster of 12.5k machines over a period of 29 days in May 2011. We focus on the task resource usage logs, containing measurements of task resource usage, and the exit code of each task. Once the task starts running, every second the system measures its resource usage (e.g. CPU usage, memory usage), and every 5 minutes the system logs the aggregated statistics of the measurements (e.g. mean, maximum). Those resource usage values are the features. When the task ends, its end event type (e.g. FAIL, FINISH, KILL) is also logged. Each task has one end event type, which we treat as an attribute.
Baselines
We compare DoppelGANger to a number of representative baselines ( §2.2). We discuss the specific configurations and extensions we implement in each case: Hidden Markov models (HMM) ( §2. We include the naive GAN architecture (MLP generator and discriminator) in all our evaluations. We use the same padding technique as discussed in 4.1.1 to generate variable-length time series. The generated time series after the first presence of p 1 < p 2 will be discarded.
Fidelity
In line with prior recommendations [64] , we explore how Dop-pelGANger captures structural data properties like temporal correlations and attribute-feature joint distributions. 5 Temporal correlations: To show how DoppelGANger captures temporal correlations, Figure 1 shows the average autocorrelation for the WWT dataset for real and synthetic datasets (discussed in §2.2). As mentioned before, the real data exhibits a short-term weekly correlation and a long-term annual correlation. DoppelGANger captures both, as evidenced by the periodic weekly spikes and the local peak at roughly the 1-year mark, unlike our baseline approaches. It also exhibits a 95.8% lower mean square error from the true data autocorrelation than the closest baseline (Naive GAN). The fact that DoppelGANger captures these correlations is surprising, particularly since we are using an RNN generator. Typically, RNNs are able to reliably generate time series around 20 samples, while the WWT dataset has over 500 samples. We believe this is due to a combination of adversarial training (not typically used for RNN training) and our batched sample generation. Empirically, eliminating either feature hurts the learned autocorrelation (Appendix G).
Another aspect of learning temporal correlations is generating time series of the right length. Figure 7 shows the duration of tasks in the GCUT dataset for real and synthetic datasets generated by DoppelGANger and RNN. DoppelGANger's length distribution fits the real data well, capturing the bimodal pattern in real data, whereas RNN fails. Other baselines are even worse at capturing the length distribution (Appendix C). We observe this regularly; while DoppelGANger captures multiple data modes, our baselines tend to capture one at best. This may be due to the naive randomness in the other baselines. RNNs and AR models incorporate too little randomness, causing them to learn simplified duration distributions; HMMs instead are too random: they maintain too little state to generate meaningful results. Feature-attribute correlations: Learning correct attribute distributions is necessary for learning feature-attribute correlations. As mentioned in §5.0.1, for our HMM, AR, and RNN baselines, attributes are randomly drawn from the multinomial distribution on training data because there is no clear way to jointly generate attributes and features. Hence, they trivially learn a perfect attribute distribution. Figure 8 shows that DoppelGANger is also able to mimic the real distribution of end event type distribution in GCUT dataset, while naive GANs miss a category entirely; this appears to be due to mode collapse, which we mitigate with our second discriminator. Results on other datasets are in Appendix C. Although our HMM, AR, and RNN baselines learn perfect attribute distributions, it is substantially more challenging to learn the joint attribute-feature distribution. To illustrate this, we compute the CDF of total bandwidth for DSL and cable users in MBA dataset. Table 3 shows the Wasserstein-1 distance between the generated CDFs and the ground truth, 6 showing that DoppelGANger is closest to the real distribution. To make sense of this result, Figures 9(a) and 9(b) plot the 6 Wasserstein-1 distance is the integrated absolute error between 2 CDFs. full CDFs. Most of the baselines capture the fact that cable users consume more bandwidth than DSL users. However, DoppelGANger appears to excel in regions of the distribution with less data, e.g., very small bandwidth levels. DoppelGANger does not just memorize: A common concern with GANs is whether they are memorizing training data [7, 71] . To evaluate this, we ran the following experiment: for a given generated DoppelGANger sample, we find its nearest samples in the training data. We consistently observe significant differences (both in square error and qualitatively) between the generated samples and the nearest neighbors. Typical samples can be found in Appendix C.
Downstream case studies
Predictive modeling: Given a time series of records, users may want to predict whether an event E occurs in the future, or even forecast the time series itself. For example, in the GCUT dataset, we could predict whether a particular job will complete successfully. In this use case, we want to show that models trained on generated data generalize to real data.
We first partition our dataset, as shown in Figure 10 . We split our real data into two sets of equal size: a training set A and a test set A'. We then train a generative model (e.g., DoppelGANger or a baseline) on training set A. We generate datasets B and B' for training and testing. Finally, we evaluate event prediction algorithms by training a predictor on A and/or B, and testing on A' and/or B'. This allows us to com- pare the generalization abilities of the prediction algorithms both within a class of data (real/generated), and generalization across classes (train on generated, test on real) [24] . We first predict the task end event type on GCUT data (e.g., EVICT, KILL) from time series observations. Such a predictor may be useful for cluster resource allocators. This prediction task reflects the correlation between the time series and underlying attributes (namely, end event type). For the predictor, we trained various algorithms to demonstrate the generality of our results: multilayer perceptron (MLP), Naive Bayes, logistic regression, decision trees, and a linear SVM. Figure 11 shows the test accuracy of each predictor when trained on generated data and tested on real. Real data expectedly has the highest test accuracy. However, we find that DoppelGANger performs better than other baselines for all five classifiers. For instance, on the MLP predictive model, DoppelGANger-generated data has 43% higher accuracy than the next-best baseline (AR), and 80% of the real data accuracy. Due to space constraints, we cover experiments on the remaining datasets in Appendix D. Algorithm comparison: We evaluate whether algorithm rankings are preserved on generated data on the GCUT dataset by training different classifiers (MLP, SVM, Naive Bayes, decision tree, and logistic regression) to do end event type classification. We also evaluate this on the WWT dataset by training different regression models (MLP, linear regression, and Kernel regression) to do time series forecasting (details in Appendix D). For this use case, users have only generated data, so we want the ordering (accuracy) of algorithms on real data to be preserved when we train and test them on generated data. In other words, for each class of generated data, DoppelGANger AR RNN HMM Naive GAN GCUT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.01 0.90 WWT 0.80 0.80 0.20 -0.60 -0.60 Table 4 : Rank correlation of predication algorithms on GCUT and WWT dataset. Higher is better.
we train each of the predictive models on B and test on B . This is different from Figure 11 , where we trained on generated data (B) and tested on real data (A ) . We compare this ranking with the ground truth ranking, in which the predictive models are trained on A and tested on A . We then compute the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient [82] , which compares how the ranking in generated data is correlated with the groundtruth ranking. Table 4 shows that DoppelGANger and AR achieve the best rank correlations. This result is misleading because AR models exhibit minimal randomness, so all predictors achieve the same high accuracy; the AR model achieves near-perfect rank correlation despite producing lowquality samples; this highlights the importance of considering rank correlation together with other fidelity metrics. More results (e.g., exact prediction numbers) are in Appendix D.
Flexibility
A typical task in data-driven research is to develop algorithms for handling events that are poorly-represented in the data. For example, data consumers may want to generate more failure events. DoppelGANger provides a natural mechanism for doing so. Suppose a user wants to output more data with a particular attribute vector A = [A 1 , . . . , A m ] corresponding to, say, failure events in a cluster. The user can, starting with the pre-trained attribute generator MLP, re-train it with attribute samples drawn from the desired distribution. To do so, we feed the generated attribute vectors into the same discriminator from Figure 6 , but feed zeros to the time series inputs. This allows us to train the MLP generator adversarially without introducing more parameters. Notice that the user does not change the time series generator, nor does she provide additional time series samples. The conditional distribution of time series given a particular attribute combination stays the same. We give an example in Appendix E. Note that simply altering the marginal attribute distribution does not always give realistic results; for example, it is possible that introducing more failure events should change the conditional feature distribution. To our knowledge, no data-driven generative models capture such dependencies; doing so is an interesting question for future work. However, our approach gives more variability than replicating anomalous data events. restrictions and public relations implications, while the second affects data holders' competitive advantages. Understanding the privacy properties of GANs is an active area of research, and a full exploration is outside the scope of this (or any single) paper. We set more pragmatic goals as follows.
Privacy

User Privacy
We focus on a narrow but common definition of user privacy in ML algorithms-the trained model should not depend too much on any individual user's data. To this end, we examine a common privacy attack (membership inference) and privacy metric (differential privacy). While we cannot conclusively say that DoppelGANger (or any GAN-based system) inherently protects user privacy, we observe two surprising findings that inform future work in this space: 1: Subsetting hurts privacy. A common practice for protecting privacy is subsetting, or only releasing a subset of the dataset to prevent adversaries from inferring sensitive data properties [74] . We find that subsetting actually worsens a recently-proposed class of attacks called membership inference attacks [40, 79] . Given a trained machine learning model and set of data samples, the goal of such an attack is to infer whether those samples were in the training data. The attacker does this by training a classifier to output whether each sample was in the training data. Notice that anonymized datasets are trivially susceptible to membership inference attacks. 7 We measure DoppelGANger's vulnerability to membership inference attacks [40] on the WWT dataset. As in prior literature [40] , our metric is success rate, or the percentage of successful trials in guessing whether a sample is in the training dataset. Naive random guessing gives 50%, whereas we found an attack success rate of only 51% (experimental details in Appendix F). This suggests robustness to membership inference attacks in this case. However, when we decrease the number of training samples, the attack success rate increases (Figure 12 ). For instance, with 200 training samples, the attack success rate is as high as 99.5%. We find similar trends is other datasets (Appendix F). From a machine learning point of view, this result makes sense: fewer training samples imply weaker generalization [97] and stronger overfitting. Our results suggest a practical guideline: to be more robust against membership attacks, use more training data. This contradicts the common practice of subsetting for better privacy. 2: Differentially-private GANs may destroy fidelity. Differential privacy (DP) [23] has emerged as the de facto standard for privacy-preserving data analysis. It has been applied to deep learning [2] by clipping and adding noise to the gradient updates in stochastic gradient descent. In fact, this technique has also been used with GANs [30, 92, 93] to generate privacy-preserving time series [12, 24] to ensure that any single example in the training dataset does not disproportionately influence the model parameters. These papers argue that DP gives privacy at minimal cost to utility. To evaluate the efficacy of DP in our context, we trained DoppelGANger with DP for the WWT dataset using TensorFlow Privacy [5] . Figure 13 shows the autocorrelation of the resulting time series for different values of the privacy budget, ε. Note that smaller values of ε denote more privacy; typically, ε ≈ 1 is considered a reasonable operating point. As ε is reduced (stronger privacy guarantees), autocorrelations become progressively worse. In this figure, we show results only for the 19th epoch, as the results become only worse as training proceeds. Complete results can be found in Appendix F. These results highlight an important point: although DP seems to destroy our autocorrelation plots, this was not always evident from downstream metrics, such as predictive accuracy. This highlights the need to evaluate generative time series models at a qualitative and quantitative level; prior work has focused mainly on the latter [12, 24] . These results also suggest that current DP mechanisms for GANs require significant improvements privacy-preserving time series generation.
Business Secrets
In our discussions with major data holders, a primary concern about data sharing is leaking information about the types of resources available and in use at the enterprise. Many such business secrets tend to be embedded in the attributes. For instance, a dataset's location attribute could leak market information to competitors. DoppelGANger trivially allows data holders to obfuscate the attribute generator distribution to any desired distribution using the same techniques introduced in §5.2. Notice that this is actually a stronger privacy guarantee than differential privacy on the attribute distribution (equivalently, it corresponds to a perfect privacy level ε = 0)-the data holder can choose any distribution to mask the original.
Discussion
The design of DoppelGANger was the result of a non-linear trial-and-error process in applying GANs to networking and systems datasets. We conclude with some key lessons. Domain insight is critical: Our design process highlighted a number of fairly domain-specific problems, such as mode collapse for signals with wide dynamic ranges and poor temporal Figure 13 : Autocorrelation vs time lag (in days) for real, ε = + inf and differential privacy (dp) with different values of ε).
correlations without batching. These problems do not arise in prior work, possibly due to constrained data types in other domains [11, 24] . However, these domain-specific problems significantly affected our design, leading to components like the min/max generator and batched outputs. We expect that further insights may arise as we move on to progressively harder classes of time series, such as network traces. Differentially-private ML is not ready for prime time: At first glance, the burgeoning literature at the intersection of privacy and machine learning/generative models appeared to offer a promising solution to the privacy problem in Doppel-GANger. Unfortunately, our experiments suggest a significant gap between the "hype" surrounding these theoretical approaches and the reality. As such, we find that for many of our datasets the fidelity-privacy tradeoff is far from desirable in practice, and serves as a call for further practical research in this space. "Less is more" for privacy leakage: From anecdotal conversations, the instinct of systems operators interested in data sharing seems to release generative models learned on small datasets, in an effort to bound their "attack surface." Perhaps counterintuitively, we find that this seemingly natural strategy can be counterproductive, making the models susceptible to simple membership inference attacks! As DoppelGANgerlike systems become more mature and part of operational workflows to enable data-driven collaborations, we argue that releasing generative models learned on larger datasets serve a dual benefit of providing better fidelity and privacy.
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A Datasets
Google Cluster Usage Trace: Due to the substantial computational requirements of training GANs and our own resource constraints, we did not use the entire dataset. Instead, we uniformly sampled a subset of 100,000 tasks and used their corresponding measurement records to form our dataset. This sample was collected after filtering out the following categories of objects:
• 197 (0.17%) tasks don't have corresponding end events (such events may end outside the data collection period) • 1403 (1.25%) tasks have discontinuous measurement records (i.e., the end timestamp of the previous measurement record does not equal the start timestamp of next measurement record) • 7018 (6.25%) tasks have an empty measurement record • 3754 (3.34%) tasks have mismatched end times (the timestamp of the end event does not match the ending timestamp of the last measurement). The maximum feature length in this dataset is 2497, however, 97.06% samples have length within 50. The schema of this dataset is in Table 5 . Wikipedia Web Traffic Dataset: The original datasets consists of 145k objects. After removing samples with missing data, 117k objects are left, from which we sample 100k objects for our evaluation. All samples have feature length 550. The schema of this dataset is in Table 6 . FCC MBA dataset: We used the latest cleaned data published by FCC MBA in December 2018 [20] . This datasets contains hourly traffic measurements from 4378 homes in September and October 2017. However, a lot of measurements are missing in this dataset. Considering period from 10/01/2017 from 10/15/2017, only 45 homes have complete network usage measurements every hour. This small sample set will make us hard to understand the actual dynamic patterns in this dataset. To increase number of valid objects, we take the average of measurements every 6 hours for each home. As long as there is at least one measurement in each 6 hours period, we regard it as a valid object. Using this way, we get 739 valid objects with measurements from 10/01/2017 from 10/15/2017, from which we sample 600 objects for our evaluation. All samples have feature length 56. The schema of this dataset is in Table 7 .
B Implementation Details
DoppelGANger: Attribute generator and min/max generator are MLPs with 2 hidden layers and 100 units in each layer. Feature generator is 1 layer of LSTM with 100 units. Softmax layer is applied for categorical feature and attribute output. Sigmoid or tanh is applied for continuous feature and attribute output, depending on whether data is normalized to [0,1] or [-1,1] (this is configurable). The discriminator and auxiliary discriminator are MLP with 4 hidden layers and 200 units in each layer. Gradient penalty weight was 10.0 as suggested in [37] . The network was trained using Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 100 for both generators and discriminators. AR: We used p = 3, i.e., used the past three samples to predict the next. The AR model was an MLP with 4 hidden layers and 200 units in each layer. The MLP was trained using Adam optimizer [50] with learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 100. RNN: For this baseline, we used LSTM (Long short term memory) [43] variant of RNN. It is 1 layers of LSTM with 100 units. The network was trained using Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 100. Naive GAN: The generator and discriminator are MLPs with 4 hidden layers and 200 units in each layer. Gradient penalty weight was 10.0 as suggested in [37] . The network was trained using Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 100 for both generator and discriminator.
C Additional Fidelity Results
Temporal length: Figure 14 shows the length distribution of DoppelGANger and baselines in GCUT dataset. It is clear that DoppelGANger has the best fidelity. Attribute distribution: Figure 15, 16, 17 show the histograms of Wikipedia domain, access type, and agent of Naive GAN and DoppelGANger. DoppelGANger learns the distribution pretty well, whereas naive GAN cannot. Figure 18 , 19, 22 show the histograms of ISP, technology, and state of DoppelGANger and all baselines. Again, for HMM, AR, RNN baselines, the attributes are directly drawn from the empirical distribution on training data, therefore, they will have the best fidelity. We compute the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between generated distribution and the real distribution in Figure 20 , 21, 23. We see that DoppelGANger's JSD is actually very close to HMM, AR, RNN. (This in part is because this dataset has only 600 samples to compare.) DoppelGANger does not simply memorize training samples: Figure 24 , 25, 26 show the some generated samples from DoppelGANger and their nearest (based on squared error) samples in training data from the three datasets. The results show that DoppelGANger is not memorizing training samples. To achieve the good fidelity results we have shown before, DoppelGANger must indeed learn the underlying structure of the samples.
D Additional Case Study Results
Predictive modeling: For the WWT dataset, the predictive modeling task involves forecasting of the page views for next 50 days, given those for the first 500 days. We want to learn a (relatively) parsimonious model that can take an arbitrary length-500 time series as input and predict the next 50 time steps. For this purpose, we train various regression models: an MLP with five hidden layers (200 nodes each), and MLP with just one hidden layer (100 nodes), a linear regression model, and a Kernel regression model using an RBF kernel. To evaluate each model, we compute the so-called coefficient of determination, R 2 , which captures how well a regression model describes a particular dataset. 8 Figure 27 shows the R 2 for each of these models for each of our generative models and the real data. Here we train each regression model on generated data (B) and test it on real data (A'), hence it is to be expected that real data performs best. It is clear that DoppelGANger performs better than other baselines for all regression models. Note that sometimes RNN, AR, and naive GANs baselines have large negative R 2 which are therefore not visualized in this plot. Algorithm comparison: Figure 28 , 29 show the ranking of prediction algorithms on DoppelGANger's and baselines' generated data. Combined with 4, we see that Dop-pelGANger and AR are the best for preserving ranking of prediction algorithms.
E Additional Flexibility Results
To illustrate the process outlined in Section 5.2, we show an example how to generate an arbitrary attribute distribution based on the Wikipedia web traffic dataset. We start with the true joint attribute distribution of domain names and access types. We then impose an arbitrary desired joint distribution (e.g., uniform, discretized Gaussian, impulse). We then retrain our attribute generator to match the target distribution. Figure 30 shows the heatmap of our target joint (Gaussian) probability distribution compared to the (very similar) distribution of the re-trained generator. This result demonstrates the ability of DoppelGANger to change attribute distribution to an arbitrary one according to the need of data holder and consumer. Figure 32 shows the autocorrelation of generated page views from DoppelGANger with different differential privacy degrees (ε) and at different training epochs. We see that no matter what ε is, as the training proceeds, the fidelity of time series gets worse. This may because the noise added for differential privacy during the training process deviates the learning of GANs. On the other hand, for a fixed epoch (e.g., 19), higher ε gives poorer fidelity, which we have highlighted in the main text §5.3.1.
F Additional Privacy Results
G Additional Design Validation Results
Feature batch size S: One parameter in DoppelGANger is feature batch size S ( §4.1.1). In this section we explore how S influences the results, and thus support the recommendation we give in §4.4. We enumerate S = 1, 5, 10, 25, 50 on WWT dataset. Recall that in this dataset the feature (daily page view) has a weekly and annual correlation pattern. We find that when 10 ≤ S ≤ 25, DoppelGANger stably captures both patterns during the training process. The full correlation plot is in Figure 33 . Auxiliary discriminator: Figure 34, 35 show the generated (max±min)/2 distribution from DoppelGANger with and without the auxiliary discriminator on WWT dataset. After adding the auxiliary discriminator, the distributions are learned much better. integers
Timestamp Discription Possible Values
The time of the measurement hour 2015-09-01 1:00, etc. 
